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This paper is concerned with the relationship be een free monads and the 
orthogonal subcategory problem (the problem of when the 
objects orthogonal to a given class of morphisms is reflective), 
that the orthogonal subcategory problem can be considered as 
existence of free monads over a pointed endofunctor. This 
raised in [ 31. 
full subcategory of 
In essence we show 
a special case of the 
answers a question 
The main result we prove is concerned with the following situation. Suppose 
F-i U: &? + &’ and let (r, 71) be an idempotent monad on SQ. Let % be the full 
subcategory of whose objects are those B such that U!3 is a T-algebra. We ask: 
when is a reflective subcategory of a9 If has suitable cocompleteness pro- 
perties, we characterize reflectivity oE % in terms of the existence of a certain free 
monad. We then apply the result, in conjunction with Kelly’s theorem on the 
existence of free monads, to various instances of the orthogonal subcategory 
problem. This enables us to generalize some of the results of [3,4,9]. 
I am indebted to Professor G. M. Kelly whose careful reading of the 
manuscript resulted i lar, much of the o 
tion is uue to him, as ence of the free m 
inal proofs. 
In this section we collect some res 
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Throughout cate ies are neither small nor locally sma 
specifically stated. wever, complete a 
If 9? is a category. a pointed endo 
R : $3 + 93 is a functor and p: 13 R is a natural transfor 
where BE% and b:RB+B is map with b$3=1. 
-Alg+ 93 is obviously monadic if it has a !eft adjoint. For a monad 
= (T, q, CL) on 33 we use T-algebra in its usual sense. 
Let (R, p) be a pointed endofunctor on 93. Then the free monad on $, ~3) Er 3 
monad (‘T, q, JLL) on 93 and a natural transformation y: R + T such that (a) ‘yp = q: 
and (b) for every monad q’, $) for which there is a natural transformation 
y’ : R + S with y’p = q’ ther . is a unique monad map cy : T + S with cuy = y’. 
For a mov. d and a pointed end 
-Alg+ ‘-Alg over 9 and maps 
there is a bijection 
of pointed endofunctors. 
Proof. Easy; cf. Proposition 5.2 of Barr [I] for the case where R is not pointed. 
lg + 3 has a left adjoint, and is therefore -P lg for a monad 
e monad on R. 
. The free monad on is said to exist pointwise if -Alg+ 93 has a 
left adjoitrt. 
arr [ 1 ] Corollary 5.10 the following is proven. 
e If 9 is complete and locally small, then the free monad on 
if and only if it exists pointwise. 
only &‘-action is b = (pB )-I. 
ted endofunctor with Rp = pR, then an objel:t 
if and only if pB is an isot~orphism ; then the 
or t -triv ivity 0 
* If A is orthogonal to all 
some a. 
8 
mutativity of 
we have pA 0 g = Rg * pR 
In this sectio 
we write (6, E): 
where F is left adjoint to 
@: -4. 
(2.1) 
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Roof. Transform (2.1) under the adjunction to 
Diagram (2‘2) satisfies the universal property: given any commutative diagram 
\I Uf g (23 
UB’ 
there is a unique h: RB + B’ with h l pI3 =f and Uh l 7B = g. 
Since we have Rp 9 p = pR l p by naturality, Rp = pR will fckw from 
But 
UpR-7=rR’qUR-r by (2.2), 
= TR l TT l qT’U by naturality, 
==rR l Tr - TqU since qT = Tq = 1, 
= TR l TUp by (X2), 
by naturality. 
To give a T-action Q: TUB + UB is to give (2.3) with B’ = B, g = b, and f = 1, It is 
therefore to give Q: RB + B with a l pB r= 1, by the universal property of (2.2). So 
UB admits a T-action, in other words is n 9, if and only if B admits an R-action, 
in other words (by Proposition 1.5) pB is an isomorphism. 
~~~~~ary 2.2. In the circumstances of Theorem 2.1, the full replete subcategory %’ 
of %, consisting of those B with UB E 9, may be identified with -Alg, and J’S 
reflective if and only if the free monad on the pointed endofunctor (R, p) exists 
pointwise. 
e now conside - what happens if U is monadic. 
e 
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Proof. !S?(C, U’D)=&(C, UD)M?(FC,D)=%(NFC,D) where N:SB+% is the 
reflection. Hence U’ has a left adjoint. 
If U is mor,adic it creates U-absolute coequalizers; it is then clear that U’ creates 
V-absolute coequalizers. s 
In the light of Corollary 2.2, any result which gives the puintwise existence of the 
free monad on (R, p) will give us conditions for %’ to be reflective. Recently, EM, 
Kelly has proven a result which has the well known results of Barr [I] and Dubuc 
[2] as special cases. In the rest of this section wc! present his result. The’comments 
following the statement of the theorem are also due to Kelly. 
Let SQ be cocompIete. It will usually be complete as well, in practice. Let (‘8, JBd) 
be a factorization system on J$ in the sense of Freyd-Kelly f3]; but not in general a 
proper one. Let K: 9 -,sQ be a functor. Then an inrductive cone io: KD +A is 
called an &-cene if each io is in JN. 
For a limit ordinal ~1 we can identify ar with the category of ordinals less than CII. 
Then an a-sequence in & is a functor K: a 4 sU. It is all (4, &sequence if there is 
an &cone over it. 
Tkorem 2.4 (Kelly). Let SQ be complete and cocomptete, and Scowellpowered for 
the factorization system (g, Jlc). Suppose either that 8 consists of epis, of else that for 
each A and B, a/l maps A + B in & have a common equalizer. Then the pointwise 
free monad on (R, p) exists if R preserves the colimits of (A, ay )-sequences for some CL 
Proof. Kelly unpublished; an announcement is in Kelly [6]; the latter omit!;, 
wrongIy, the condition that every morphism in 8’ is an epi. 
Remark 2.5. When 8 consists of epis we can eliminate the “completeness” hype- 
thesis if we generalize (a, .&) to a factorization system, not for maps, but for 
families (fA : A -+ B A heA ) of maps, with A small, and gr=neralize “&sequence” 
correspondir &y. 
Remark 2.6. As special cases of Theorem 2.4, we obtain the results of Dubuc and 
Barr on the existence of the free monad on a pointed endofunctor. WZ get Dubuc’s 
result [2], which gives pointwise existence ven though he doesn’t say so, by taking 
8 to be all isomorph sms and A to be e theorem; we don’t need 
completeness becaus of Remark 2.5. Dubuc’s theorem: If S? is 
cocomplete then the pointwise free monad on (R, pj exists if R preserves the 
~olimits of or-seclue 
We obtain Barr’s result [I] from Theorem 2.4 by taki 
monomorphisms. He 
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(g, A), where the morphi!;ms in M are monomorphisms. Then the pointwise free 
monad on (P, p) exists if R preserves the colimits of (A, cu)-sequences for some cy. 
In the applications we shall be concerned with “smallness” conditions on an 
object of a category. We now give the appropriate definitions with some remarks 
about the relationships between the concepts. 
Let cu be a regular cardinal (which we identify with the smallest ordinal of that 
cardinality). A small category 9 is a! -filtered if: 
(i) Given any family {D=}. I IEI of objects of 9 with card(l)<a, there is an object 
D in ,9 and a family of maps {hi : Di + D}i,l; and 
(ii) given any family {fi 1 C + D}jEJ of maps in 9 with card (J)< cy, there is a map 
g: D + E in 9 such that a? composites gfi arc equal. 
An a-filtered colimit is a colimit of a functor whose domain is a-filtered. A 
functor G: & + % is said ~1 have rank s ar if G preserves a-filtered colimits. If SQ! 
has an (8, A)-factorizatic 3 (not necessarily proper) then we say G has &rank < cu 
if it preserves those cu-filt :red colimits which have an inductive &cone over them. 
It is not clear whether “R preserves the colimits of a-sequences for some CT” is 
really any stronger than ‘R has rank”. When .& = Set, it is consistent with ZFC to 
suppose they are the same (Reiterman [S]). 
Now let & be locally small, and let ty be a regular cardinal. Let A be an object of 
& and consider the representable functor &(A, -): &+ Set. The object A is 
a-presentable if &(A, -) has rank QY ; A is a-generated if d(A, -) preserves the 
colimits of those functors K: 9~ +& where 9 is a-filtered and K(f) is a monomor- 
phism for all f. Now suppose further that SQ has a proper factorization (8, Jcd). By an 
ar -filtered family of M-subobjects of B we mean an .&cone io : K(D) + B (K: 9 --, 
d) where 9 is a-filtered. We call the union UK(D) an (.M, cu)-filtered union. Then 
A is called (4, a)-bounded if &(A, -) preserves (&, cu)-filtered unions. Finally A is 
(.& a )-Barr-small if &(A, -) has .&rank scu. Clearly, we have the following 
implica.tions: 
ar-pi t:sentable + a-generated =$ (mono-a,)-Barr-small + (,cd, cu)-Barr-small 
if M C_ monos + (extremal mono, ar )-Barr-small. 
Example 5.3.2 in Freyd-Kelly [3] shows, under the assumption of non-existence of 
measurable cardinals, that it is possible to have an object A which is cr-bounded for 
a proper factorization system, but which is not P-generated for any cardinal /3. 
If (8, A) is a proper factorization system, then Freyd-Kelly [3] show that if A is 
(M, CY)-bounded then it is also (Ju, cu)-Barr-small. They give an example to show 
that the converse is in general false. However, they show that if = all monomor- 
phisms, then if d has an (a, a)-Barr-small generator, then & has an 
bounded generator; in this case every object is bounded. 
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concerned with the question of when the inclusion functor C.Q&J$ has a left 
adjoint. If the adjoint does exist then the corresponding induced monad is idem- 
po‘tent. 0n the other hand if (T, q) is an idempotent monad and we take P: = 
{r)A 1 A E &}, then Cd + & has a left adjoint and the resulting monad is equivalent 
to (T, q). In this case A E CSQ iff ?A is an isomosphism. 
Corollary 3.1. Let J# be a category which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4. Let 
C be a set of morphisms of Se. Let there be a cardinal cy such that for each f E 2, &f 
(domain off) and dl f (codomair; off) are (A, cp! )-Barr-small. Then CJZI is reflective 
subcategory. 
Proof. Let S be a set considered as ;i discrete catego-y. Let 2 be the category 0 + 1. 
Let t: 2 + 2 be the idempotent comonad sending O-, 1 to 0 -+ 0. This gives an 
idempotent monad (t x 1)“’ on (2 x S)O”, and thus an idempotent monad T = (T, 79) 
on SB = [(2 x S)“‘, Set], where T = [(t x l)“‘, 11; T is z:ontinuous and cocontinuous, 
having left and right Kan adjoints. 
To give a small set C of morphisms in & is to give 3 f unctor J: 2 x S -+ G? for some 
S, and hence a functor V: & + [(2 X S)“‘, Set] given by UA = &(J-, A). This U has 
a left adjoint F since J%! is cocompiete. 
In the situation of Ccrollary 2.2, Ce is Cd. By Thsorem 2.1 R preserves the 
colimits of (4, &sequences if U does. But since X consists of maps whose 
domains and codomains are (A, ur)-Barr-small this is clear. 
Remark. A special case of the above result is the following theorem of Gabriel and 
Ulmer [4]: If Se is cocomplcte and C is a set of morphisms of J@ such that there is a 
regular cardinal cy with &f and al f both a-presentable for all ‘f~ C, then Cd is 
reflective subcategory of Isd. 
Rema&. The above result is in one way stronger than Freyd-Kelly who require 
that eal*h &-,f to be (Ad, &)-bounded. In another way it is weaker since it requires &f 
as well to be (4, ar)-Barr-small. Since in most cases it is usually assumed that every 
object of SB is “small” in the appropriate sense, the weakness may not be so 
important. On the other hand, (Ju, a)-Barr-small is less than , a)-bounded. It 
would be interesting to find an example where every object of S& is &Barr-small 
but where .4 is not hounded for a roper factorizaGon. 
We now look at the case where 
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CoroMary 3.3. Let .& be a complete and cocomplete with a given proper factorization 
(g, 4). Let & be 8-cowellpowered and suppose that 2 = Qi v V where V s 8, @ is 
small, and &(aif, -) preserves colimits of (4, LY ) sequences for some regular cardinal 
(x’. If either 
(a) I* : Pd + d preserves the colimits of (A’, y) sequences for some regular 
cardinal y, where &’ = (i E V& 1 I&e 4); or 
(b) @& is g cowellpowered for the proper factorization ($?, &, where d = 
CiE @d I kdj)E4, 
then Ed is reflective. 
Proof. !I?& is reflective b J the lemma and @.& is reflective by Corollary 3.1. That 
(8’, A’) and (g, J@) are pr alper factorizations follows from Lemma 4.2.1 of 131. 
Now if (a) holds we nc te that ?l?A is clearly %‘-cowellpowered, since !I%4 is an 
g-reflective subcategory Let F: & + P& be the reflection. If r = max(y, a), then 
for each f E @ ?R&(Faif, -) = &(aif, Iv-) preserves colimits of (A’, 7) sequences, 
sine\: I* preserves colim ts of (M, y) sequences. So by Corollary 2.1, F(@)!k& is a 
reflective subcategory of PM But F(@)?P&Q =(Qz v !P)gP = CJ& 
If (b) holds and G: & + @A? is the reflection then G(f)E g for all f E %. So 
G(p)@& is reflective in @& by the lemma. But G(P)@& = (PC] @)& =C&. 
Remark. (1) If in Corollar/ 3.3 we assume that al f for f in 43 is bounded in the 
sense of Freyd-Kelly then the proofs of their Theorems 4.1.3 and 4.2.2 show that 
@sQ is &cowellpowered and so in this case Cd is reflective. 
(2) If there is a regular cardinal y such that ti(aif, -) preserves colimits of (.kc, y) 
sequences for all f’ E ?P, then ia) holds. _. 
We now give two applications where the categories J&? and 9I are functor 
categories. 
In our first application the adjoint pair we are concerned with arises in the 
following way. Suppose that X and 9’ are small categories and Z is complete and 
cocomplete. If J: 3X X Yp + Set is a functor there is a functor U: [.A?‘“, %‘I+ 
[r”, ZV] given by 
U(P)(K)- 1 g(J(K, L), P(L)), (2’ is the contensor). 
L 
The functor U has a left adjoint F given by 
E(Q)(L)= JK JW, L)@,Q(K). 
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Note that U can be factored as a Kan extension followed by composition with a 
fixed functor in the following way. Ihe functor J corresponds to a functor 7: X-, 
[pp, Sets], Let %? be the full subcategory of [zP, Set] whose objects are the 
representable functors and those functors of the form r(K). Then we have the 
functor A#: pp + Vop the dual of the Yoneda functor, and the functor N: VP + Vop 
the dual of 1 Then the functor U is right Kan extending along M followed by 
composing with fv on the right. Composing with N preserves all colimits. So the 
problem is reduced to the question of when Kan-extending preserves colimifs of 
(4, &sequences. A sufficient condition for this is given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let E: & -) 93 be a functor between %.-al&categories. Let ar be the 
smallest regular cardinal suck that for each B in 99, the komnra category (E, B) has 
an initial subcategory of cardinality less than a. 1st 2V suppose that colimits of 
t.4, a)-sequences commute with a-limits. Then r&ht Kan extending along E 
preserves colimits of (4, ar ) sequences. 
Proof. If S is the Kan extension functor, then S(L) (B)= lim((E, B)+ S# 5 R). 
CoroUry 3.5. Let J:X X APp + Set be a functor. Let %’ and M: 3?“+ Wop be as 
above. Let cy and JV be as in the lemma (for E = M). Then for every idzmpotent 
monad = (T, q) on IT”, X1 such that Tpreserves cohmits of (4, a)-sequences we 
have that the full subcategory of those functors for which U(L) is a T-algebra is 
reflec title. 
Proof. Clear from the above lemma and Corollary 2.2. 
A particularly interesting example of this coroilary and one which generalizes a 
result of Gabriel and Ulmer ([4, p. 9S], see also [9]) is the following. Let 2 be a 
small category and C any set of morphism in [y”, Set] (for r;xample the covering 
cribles for a Grothendieck topology). Then as in the proof of Coroll iry 3.1 we have 
a functor from 3K = S x 2 to [56@“, Set] for some set S. This functor then corresponds 
to a fun&or J: X x 5?“+ Set. Let a and X be as in Corollary 3.5 and take the 
cocontinuous idempotent monad on Ix”“, %‘I induced by the idempotent comonad 
sending 0 + 1 to 0 -* 0. Then we et that the full subcategory of [3”“, %‘I determined 
by those objects L for which W(L) is a 
easily seen to be those fu~ctor~ L: .2? -+ 
Z(D, L): pp* Set is orthogonal to 
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Furthermore, if 9 is the category of T-algebras, there exists F’ 4 U” : 
that if W is monadic so is U’. 
Proof. Evident from Corollary 2.2 and Dubuc’s theorem [2] since 8’ -i 
fi i t?: [al, S] + [al, 31 by composing. Thz last statement ~~1~~~s ~~~~ 
2.3. 
Example. Let 9 be cocomplete and F =+ U: 
colimits. Let (T, q) be the idempotent mon 
thendieck topology. Then the category of 
1:he topology. By Corollxy 3.6 the full subcategory of all L 
is a: sheaf is reflective anti monadic over the 
monadic. 
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